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Abstract--A new paradigm in information technology
has emerged this last years and continues to grow.
Cloud computing is quite a new concept that has
potential advantages; computing capacity provided as
needed, much lower cost than in-house infrastructure,
better reliability depending on the S ervice Level
Agreement (S LA)…
However, some drawbacks, mainly data security and
access control concerns, remain a real setback to a
wider utilization of this technology. In fact, storing
sensitive data in a remote server owned by an external
entity (the cloud provider) could lead to substantial
risks. A malicious user or operator can identify and
exploit the vulnerabilities of this system.
Numerous works are being done in order to reinforce
the cloud capacities in term of protecting data and
managing access control using cryptography, data
fragmentation, access control policies...
In this paper, we introduce a new approach in which
we exclude the cloud provider from any involvement
in the access management with the aim of minimizing
the leaks. We developed and tested programs based
on a capability-list and using both symmetric and
asymmetric cryptography.

such as Back up. It provides enhanced and
simplified IT management and maintenance
capabilities through central ad ministration of
resources. Besides, one pays only for the resources
that he actually uses (pay as you go) without need
for more expenses; there is no invested IT capital.
By adopting this new technology, companies,
organizations and other entities reduce enormously
their costs (purchasing new devices, hiring more
engineers, computer maintenance). Finally, data
stored on cloud provider‟s servers can be reached
fro m anywhere at any mo ment using a simp le
internet connection. Three different models can be
deployed on a provider‟s servers; a public, a private
and a hybrid one [2].
According to Jansen and Grance [3], Cloud
providers offer diversified services depending on
users requirements.

Keywords: Cloud computing secu rity; cryptograph;
Hadoop DFS; confidentiality; virtualization; access
management.

I.
INT RODUCT ION
During the last few years, new information
technologies have made considerable progress;
internet became widely used in all domains, offering
larger bandwidth and bigger storage capacity.
Consequently, a new IS management model was
advanced.
According to the NIST “Cloud computing is a
model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, ondemand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications, and services) that can
be rapidly provisioned and released with min imal
management
effort
or
service
provider
interaction…” [1].



Software as a Service (SaaS): Users get
access to applications and software using a
web browser. SaaS enables providers to
control and manage the use of their
products.



Platform as a Service (PaaS): In this model,
providers offer a development environment
(IDE, toolkits, DBMS…) to developers in
order to design, develop and deploy their
own solutions.



Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): This
model provides the infrastructure to run
customer‟s
applications;
it
enables
organizations and companies to exclusively
use
hardware
(Servers,
routers,
connectors…).

In this paper, we aim to describe a novel
approach to protect and secure data in Cloud
environment; hence we exclude providers from
participating in the access management. Only
the data owner can manage and update the
access rights. As a consequence, providers only
offer an IaaS. To exp lain our concept, this paper
is divided as follows: in Section II, we
enumerate security problems that face cloud
computing. In Section III and IV, we present,
according the state of art, some solutions to

Cloud Co mputing offers many great advantages.
The same block of data can be stored separately in
more than one server; this provides best availability
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model, any collaboration between the services
provider and the user would compro mise data
security by revealing decryption keys. In their paper,
Naor and al [5] use a mechanism of generation and
distribution of symmetric keys based on Blo m‟s
work [6].

secure outsourced data. In Section V, we
describe an implementation of our model, its
features and advantages. Finally, we conclude
with some perspectives of evolution.
II. SECURIT Y IN CLOUD COMPUT ING
Cloud Co mputing is being used increasingly due
to its significant advantages. However, there are
some concerns about data security that require more
attention and need to be resolved. Within this new
paradigm, traditional means of protection are
deprecated. Important data like
financial
information, scientific formu la, industrial secrets or
trading information are moved to remote shared
servers managed by a third party who must
guarantee security as agreed with clients (data
owner or users).

Yu et al [7] propose an encryption based on
attributes assigned to data. Every single file is
associated to an attribute. The access structure of
each user (defining h is authorized files) is created
according to a logical expression over these
attributes. Each file is encrypted with the public key
corresponding to his attribute. The user is not able to
decrypt a file if its attribute does not match his
access structure. In this scheme, the computation of
logical expressions becomes more complex as the
quantity of data stored grows. Besides, the updating
of the access structure after access rights
modification or revocation is a real burden as the
number of users is extremely high in a cloud
environment.

In a cloud environment, sensitive data is stored
on shared remote servers assigned by a service
provider who has to guarantee confidentiality.
Access to this data is forbidden to persons or groups
not allowed including the provider. Some techniques
are used, like cryptography (data is encrypted before
being sent to external servers), or frag mentation
which is an interesting alternative too (columns of
the relational data table, which together are more
sensitive, are stored separately on different nodes).
Protecting data queries is also a major issue. When
data is encrypted and stored on external servers,
users send queries to the provider with the aim of
getting the data they need. The number, the type and
the date of those requests may be confidential as
well, one can deduce sensitive information. Besides,
authentication is an important step which allows the
server to identify any user in order to enable access
to data. Different methods can be implemented to
strengthen this process (passwords, strong and other
challenge-response authentication). Furthermore, to
guarantee data integrity, the owner has to protect
his/her files fro m mod ification or deletion that may
occur (accidentally or deliberately). Users who need
access to stored data in cloud environment have
different profiles and roles; they are employees,
customers or even suppliers. Hence, the system
needs an identity access management model to give
the right data to the right user (confidentiality).
Finally, the non-repudiation provides proof of the
integrity and origin of the data. This prevents the
user from denying actions performed (purchasing on
the net, sending messages…).

Miklau et al [8] are interested in access control
on XML documents by encrypting different portions
of an XML tree with different keys and using
metadata nodes.
Li et al [9], for their part, developed an access
control system also based on Attribute-Based
Encryption. Nevertheless, their scheme is based on
delegating Key generation and decryption to two
different Cloud Service Providers in order to
outsource heavy computation. However, this model
requires, in addition to the client and final users, two
more actors. This presents a risk of colluding.
For securing outsourced data [10], Vermacati
and al propose a solution based on a key derivation
system. Files are encrypted with symmetric keys; a
private key is assigned to each file. A user can only
decrypt the files he is allowed to, by using both his
private key and a set of public tokens that the owner
generates and sends to the server which is
responsible for distribution. In this model the
complexity of all these operations is linear to the
number of users.
Hota and al propose a solution [11] in which the
data owner shares with the provider a list of access
rights (capability list). It is constantly updated in
case of modification or insertion. The provider uses
the capability list to manage access requests. Data is
encrypted before being sent to the servers with a
symmetric key (shared with appropriate users). This
approach has some security issues revealed by Gao
et al in their paper [12], particularly, Repeat and
Man In The Middle attacks. However, the Cloud
Service Provider participates directly in the access
control which requires an additional encryption
layer to secure the owner‟s data.

III. RELAT ED WORKS:
Protecting and managing access control to
outsourced data has been the main issue in some
research papers. Ateniese et al [4] propose a pro xy
re-encryption; the owner encrypts with symmetric
content keys blocks of data before sending it to
cloud servers, those content keys are encrypted with
the owner‟s master public key. His master private
key and users public keys are then combined to
generate proxy re-encryption keys which are used to
recover plain text intended to a specific user. In this

Another issue related to outsourced data security
is to delegate the ability to process data to the
provider. In fact, with encrypted data stored in his
servers, the Cloud Service Provider can only handle
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First, the DO sends both encrypted data and the
Capability List (UID, FID and AR) “Fig. 2”. The ith
file and its message digest (generated with a hash
function) are encrypted with DO‟s symmetric key
(Ko), and then a signature with PROWN is
performed to proof sender‟s identity. Finally, the
package is encrypted with PUSP for confidentiality
purpose. The CapList is also sent after a signature
with PROWN and an encryption with PUSP. We
note that the function insert allows for adding a new
line to the Cap List related to the file uploaded (UID,
FID and AR).

the storing and ultimately the access. No operation
can be performed on data. This is a limitation that
Gentry [13] tried to overcome by developing a Fully
Homo morphic Encryption (FHE). This technique
allows the provider to run programs on ciphertext
and obtain results that completely match with
plaintext‟s results. However, executing a program
with a FHE produces an encryption of the result, not
the result itself. The provider cannot, therefore,
make decisions based on the outputs.
In the next section, we propose a new scheme
using the capability list mentioned above, but the
provider is totally excluded from participation in
securing data and access control.
IV.

DO → CSP: ENCP USP {SIGP ROWN {
ENCK0 {|Hash(fi),fi|}}}
DO → CSP: ENCP USP {SIGP ROWN {
insert(CapList, UID, FID, AR)}}

THE PROPOSED APPROACH

Figure 2. Sending encrypted data and capability list to CSP.

A. Hota‘s model
First, we explain here Hota‟s model on wh ich
we based our solution. There are three actors; Data
Owner (DO), Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and
User. “Fig. 1” shows the architecture used.

On the other hand, the User needs to send a
registration request to DO containing his UID, a
FID and the access rights AR “Fig. 3”. DO updates
the CapList and sends it with all decryption
parameters to CSP (those parameters are
necessarily encrypted with the User‟s public key)
“Fig. 4”.
USER → DO : ENCP UOWN {SIGP RUSR{
UID.FID.AR.N1.TimeStamp}}
Figure 3. Sending registration request to the DO.

DO → CSP : ENCP USP {SIGP ROWN {
ENCP UUSR{|K0, Hash, TimeStamp, N1+1|}}}
DO → CSP : ENCP USP {insert(CapList, UID,
FID, AR)}

Figure 1. T he system architecture.

The model is based on three main algorith ms.
First, DO stores encrypted data and the capability
list (which describes users‟ access rights) on CSP
servers. The second algorithm exp lains how User
sends a registration request. Finally, CSP provides,
on demand and after checking the capability list,
encrypted data to appropriate users along with the
decryption key. To achieve their solution they
assume that public keys are available for all
participants, without using any Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI). Besides, DO does not have to
be permanently connected. Table 1 shows the
notations used in this model.
TABLE I.
Notation
P USP
P RSP
P UUSR
P RUSR
P UOWN
P ROWN
Fi
Ko
MD5
CapList
AR
UID
FID

Figure 4. Updating and Sending the CapList and decryption
parameters to CSP.

CSP updates the CapList stored on his servers
and sends decryption parameters to User “Fig. 5”.
To get access to stored data, User sends a request to
CSP who verifies User‟s identity and access rights
before authorizing.
CSP → USER: ENCP UUSR{SIGP ROWN {
ENCP UUSR{|K0, Hash, TimeStamp, N1+1|}}}

NOTATIONS USED I N HOTA ‟ S SCHEME

Figure 5. Sending encrypted data and decryption parameters to
USER.

Description

B. The revised model
As described above in the scheme proposed in
[11], the CSP participates actively in the data access
control, since it verifies the CapList and sends data
to users. This requires an additional encryption layer
(public and private key, session key to secure
communication with users). Furthermore, the
capability list, which is shared with CSP in plain
form, represents a risky source of information
(requests flow, nu mber of users…). Finally, a

CSP public key
CSP private key
User public key
User private key
DO public key
DO private key
ith File
DO symmetric key
Hash Algorithm
Capability List (UID, FID, AR)
Access Right (0 r, 1 w, 2 r/w)
User Identity
File Identity
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malicious collaboration between CSP and any user
(e.g. key d isclosure) would bring a considerable
damage to the system security.

DO → Cloud: ENCK0 {zip(Hash(fi),fi)}
Figure 7(a): Sending encrypted data along with its message
digest to the Cloud.

In this paper, we propose to remove CSP fro m
the architecture, “Fig. 6” so we can avoid any
exchange between the provider and users. We have
implemented the model proposed below on a local
platform. In the following paragraph we explain its
technical aspect. The new approach is based on the
development and integration of programs (discussed
below) on servers in order to address the CapList
management and respond to access requests.

Algorithm 1 PUBLISH DATA
Input: fi output: Ko, dfi
1. Ko ← generate()
2. dfi ← Hash(fi)
3. send(encrypt(zip(fi,dfi), Ko))
4. insert(CapList, dfi)
Figure 7(b): Publish data - algorithm

Ko: is a symmetric key which is generated by the
program and used to encrypt both the file and its
message digest as explained before.
dfi: The file’s messages digest.
Hash: is obviously a function that calculates a message
digest using a hash algorithm.
zip: this function creates a zip archive that contains the
file and its message digest.
Insert: this function allows adding the file’s message
digest to the capability list.


Figure 6. T he novel architecture

We assume that all public keys used are
available to participants, PKI is not the concern.
Besides, DO and users are enabled to execute
programs on remote servers provided by CSP. The
execute rights of the programs will depend on the
use case (User or/and DO).
In order to provide a cloud computing
environment, we set up a cluster with 3 virtual
machines that host a Linu x OS using the XenServer
hypervisor. Then, we install the Apache Hadoop
framework.

Figure 7(c): Publish data - Sequence diagram

B. Registration
This step allows User to send a registration
request to cloud in order to get access to encrypted
data. To do so, he has to specify the file he is
interested in, his identity and the access rights.

Hadoop is an open-source software platform
based on Google File System [14] that provides a
massive parallel processing and storage tools using
commodity hardware. The co mplexity of distributed
processing is handled by Hadoop. This simplifies
developers‟ work and makes them concentrate on
their programs. The storage part is handled by
HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) wh ich is
responsible for storing blocks of data in a distributed
way [15].
V.

USER → Cloud: zip (SIGP RUSR{ Hash
(UID.Filename.A R) },
ENCKs {UID.Filename.AR}), ENCP UOWN {Ks}
Figure 8(a): Sending registration request to the Cloud

Algorithm 2 REGISTRATION REQUEST
Input:UID, filename, AR output: Ks
1. Ks ← generate()
2. req ← concat(UID, Filename, AR)
3. Ereq ← encrypt(req, Ks)
4. Dreq ← Hash(req)
5. Sreq ← Sign(Dreq, PRUSR)
6. EKs ← encrypt(Ks, PUOWN)
7. send(zip(Sreq,Ereq),EKs)

IMPLEMENT AT ION

In order to implement our model, we developed
a web service in Java and exported some programs
as jar files to the cloud so it can be executed on a
Hadoop environment. There are five main
algorithms:
A. Publish Data
This code encrypts and uploads sensitive Data to
the Cloud. It also updates the capability list on DO‟s
local machine. Only the DO can execute this
program “Fig. 7(a, b &c)”.

Figure 8(b): Registration request - Algorithm

Ks: a session key used to secure communication. An
encrypted version of Ks is naturally sent to Cloud.
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req: a request string containing the user’s id, the file
name which the user is interested on and the intended
access right.
Ereq: the encrypted form of req (with Ks).
Dreq: the req’s message digest.
Sreq: the signature of Dreq with PRUSR.
EKs: the encrypted form of Ks (with PUOWN).

This algorithm uploads two files to the cloud, an
encrypted request along with its message digest for
integrity check purpose and a session key to decrypt
the request.

Figure 9(a): Response – Sequence diagram

D. Load capability list
In this bloc program, also executed by DO, the
capability list and its signed message digest (with
DO private key PROWN) are uploaded to cloud.
DO → Cloud: SIG PROWN{Hash(CapList)}, CapList
Figure 10(a): Sending the CapList and its message digest to
the Cloud
Figure 8(c): Registration request – Sequence diagram

Algorithm 1 LOAD CAPABILITY LIST
Input: CapList output: DCList, SDCList
1. DCList ← Hash(CapList)
2. SDCList ← Sign(DCList, PROWN)
3. send(CapList, SDCList)

C. Response
This bloc program addresses User‟s request by
allowing or denying access to data. Response„s
program needs as a parameter the User‟s login or Id.
This action is clearly performed by the data owner.

Figure 10(b): Sending the CapList – Algortihm

Algorithm 3 RESPONSE
Input: UID output: Dreq2, EKo
1. Ks ← decrypt(EKs, PROWN)
2. {Ereq, Dreq} ← unzip(Zreqfile)
3. req ← decrypt(Ereq, Ks)
4. Dreq2 ← Hash(req)
5. if Dreq = Dreq2 then
Update(capList)
EKo ← encrypt(Ko, PUUSR)
Send(EKo)
End if

DCList: a message digest of the CapList
SDCList: a signed message digest with the DO’s private
key PROWN

Consequently, the user can send an access
request by executing the Access Data program
which uses the updated the CapList to check the
access rights.
E. Access Data
Finally, the User executes the last bloc program,
enters his identity and the encrypted file name to ask
access. He downloads the encrypted file along with
the symmetric key if he‟s allowed to (according to
the capability list).

Figure 9(a): Response – Algorithm

Zreqfile: a zipped file that contains both the encrypted
form of the request and its message digest.
Dreq: is a message digest that calculate the DO in order
to verify the integrity of the user’s request.
EKo: Encrypted form of Ko

Algorithm 1 ACCESS DATA
Input: CapList, SDCList, EO output:
1. DCList2 ← Hash (CapList)
2. DCList ← decrypt (SDCList, PUOWN)
3. If DCList = DCList2 then
If verify (CapList)=ok then
Ko ← decrypt (EKo, PRUSR)
O ← decrypt (EO, Ko)
{fi, dfi}← unzip (O)
If Hash (fi) = dfi then
//task successfully completed
End if
End if
End if

Before the DO allows or denies access to data,
the program co mpares the request‟s message digest
retrieved fro m the Cloud with a new calculated one
(Dreq2). If there is a matching, the granting process
(updating capability list on local machine and
sending symmetric key Ko to User) can begin, if
not, the program terminates.

Figure 11: Access data – Algortihm
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DCList2: a message digest of the CapList used to verify
the integrity of the CapList.
EO: an encrypted object containing both the requested
file and its message digest
verify(CapList): is a function that checks the user access
rights upon the noticed file.

The process is obviously aborted if any integrity
test returns a false result or if the User does not have
the right access to the encrypted file. To run our
bloc programs on Hadoop, we have to export a jar
file of each source file to Hadoop folder. A user can
execute a jar file only if he has a read right on it.
Figure 14: Registration request from a user

F. Execution tests
In order to simu late the proposed model, we
created a group of users in addition to a data owner
profile. We also developed a service web to run our
tests.

Request details are edited in a file and stored
into a HDFS folder /requests so that DO can address
it through his account page.

First, we need to upload an encrypted data to the
Cloud. In order to do so, the DO must authenticate.
The file name is naturally specified in the browser.

Figure 12: Upload file to Cloud

The file is sent to the Cloud as a result of which
a line is added to the CapList. “Fig. 13” shows all
the files encrypted and stored in a HDFS fo lder
named “EncryptedData”.
Figure 15: Response to users‟ Registration request

Finally, if the access to the specified file is
authorized according to the updated capability list
then the user will receive both the encrypted file and
the symmetric key (which is encrypted with his
public key) to perform the decryption in a secure
way.
VI. EVALUAT ION
Three aspects of the data security are guaranteed
in this model. Data integrity; the hash function
algorithm is used to calculate message digest by
DO. The User does the same and compares. Since
there is very strong algorithms like SHA-2 and
specially SHA-3 which creates up to 512 bits output
word. The use of asymmet ric cryptography is
beneficial in two ways; namely, confidentiality is
being secured with public key and signature with
private key. Besides, authentication is an important

Figure 13: encryptedData folder in Hadoop environment

Henceforward, a final user can send a
registration request in which he specifies the file
name to which he requires access. Systematically all
symmetric keys which DO used to encrypt files are
encrypted and saved into his local machine.
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step which strengthens security. It is essential that
the system avoids any intrusion to servers by an
unauthorized entity, even if data is already
encrypted. Hadoop provides an efficient platform to
run programs in a distributed environment.
However, it shows some weaknesses in terms of
authentication. Although we have put in place an
authentication step in our process, an intrusion can
occur with ease. A strong authentication would be a
good answer to this issue.

hand, using Hadoop allows disburdening bloc
programs of distributed programming.

On the other side, we conducted some
performance tests related to execution duration of
both encryption and decryption based on files ‟ sizes.
The results show that up to 64 MB the duration of
encryption and decryption slightly exceeds 1 second
which may be tolerable fro m users‟ point of view.
The system‟s behavior in regard to data size is
important since Hadoop environment is specially
used for big data storing purpose. “Fig. 16” and
“Fig. 17” show the results.

To this effect, we aim to refine our model by
integrating a strong authentication mechanism,
disburdening the owner from the access
management by getting the model more selfcontained and addressing the data remanence issue.

However, some concerns remain to be addressed
such as enhancing authentication, revoking rights,
deleting and clearing data from cloud provider
servers. Furthermore, in our model, the DO has to
be connected to the system in order to update the
access rights and respond to users‟ requests witch
can be a real constraint.
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